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Is about …

            Main Idea                     Details

.

Beginning
lesson

Guided reading

Guiding note-taking

Pre-writing organizing ideas Project presentations

Give one / Take One Review
Rotating SMARTsheets

Key opportunities during a lesson to employ SMARTsheets
WHEN are SMARTsheets used?

Activating background knowledge
Finding out what students already know

During lesson
(reading) Chunking reading

Jig-saw reading
Pair-share reading

During lesson
(note-taking) Instructional Pause

Main Ideas provided
& details developed

During lesson
(writing) Collaborative writing

Ending lesson
(reflective reviews)

Assessment Organizing response to essay question
Alternative: Students construct & explain SMARTsheet

brain-based
learning principles

TM



Before a story is read…

The teacher models note-taking on a
SMARTsheet as students express background
knowledge about a topic related to the story
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Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain

About 12 yrs. old
Wears overalls

Confident

Positive

Friendly

?

Main character

OR
Students work
in pairs or
groups of 4 to
brainstorm and
note what they
already know
about the
character



As the story is read & discussed…

The teacher guides note-taking on a
SMARTsheet as portions of the story is read
aloud (or silently)
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Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain

About 12 yrs. old
Wears overalls

Confident

Positive

Friendly

?

Main character

The
SMARTsheet is
gradually
developed as
additional
information is
revealed as the
story unfolds

Barefoot Needs haircut
Straw hat Cocky

Independent
Adult-like

Stereotype view of Blacks… views them as

Treats Jim as a friend, tries to help him escape

Silly Dumb

Superior to others

Superstitious Obedient

Brave, fearless

disrespectful Devalues Jim Puts Jim in harm’s way

Allows readers to develop empathy for Jim
& Blacks in general

Gradually realizes life is not a big fantasy.
Comes to see “realness” of people & their problems & way
they treat each other other



As the story is read & discussed…

The teacher guides note-taking on a
SMARTsheet as portions of the story is read
aloud (or silently)
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Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain

About 12 yrs. old
Wears overalls

Confident

Positive

Friendly

?

Main character

Barefoot Needs haircut
Straw hat Cocky

Independent
Adult-like

Stereotype view of Blacks… views them as

Treats Jim as a friend, tries to help him escape

Silly Dumb

Superior to others

Superstitious Obedient

Brave, fearless

disrespectful Devalues Jim Puts Jim in harm’s way

Allows readers to develop empathy for Jim
& Blacks in general

Gradually realizes life is not a big fantasy.
Comes to see “realness” of people & their problems & way
they treat each other other

OR
Apply Jigsaw
Cooperative
Learning routine

Each team is
assigned one of
these topics

Everyone reads
the same
passage,
looking for info
related to their
assigned topic

Each group then
reports info they
found to class



OR
Apply Jigsaw
Cooperative
Learning routineStudents are

paired

As the story is read & discussed…
TMApply Pair-share

Cooperative Learning
routine

OR

Whole class
reads same
short passage

Each pair
discusses info
& notes it on
SMARTsheet

Selected pairs
shares with class;
students then
notes addition info
on their
SMARTsheets



OPTION 1:

Use SMARTsheets as pre-writing
planning tools

Teacher & class co-develop SMARTsheet…



… and then students work in pairs to co-
author essay based on info on SMARTsheet

OPTION 1:

Use SMARTsheets as pre-writing
planning tools

Teacher & class co-develop SMARTsheet…

     To Kill a Mockingbird is about life and justice in a small Alabama town. The characters are some of the most memorable in
American literature. Boo Radley is a secondary character, but he is nevertheless important to the story. Mysterious, kind, yet
heroic, Boo is a memorable character.

     Boo is mysterious. He is not seen for 15 years. The story that is told is that when he was 33 years old he stabbed his
father in the leg and was never seen again. It was told that his father locked him in the courthouse basement for a while and
when he came home he never went back outside again. Many people say that he lurks at night and watches people as they
sleep. This fact leads many people to believe that Boo is evil and is out to get anyone that bothers him and his house. Jem and
Scout often dare each other to go up to the house and touch it to see who has the most courage.

     Boo is also kind. Although Scout never knew it, Boo took care of her on more than one occasion. When Miss Maudie’s house
burned down one cold night, Scout was covered up with a blanket without knowing who did it. Some of the older people in the
town seemed to have known that it was Boo that covered Scout up that cold night. He was making sure that she did not get
sick. Boo was a very kind man who kept to himself. People who knew Boo before he was exiled to his house know how kind Boo
Radley truly is. Eventually Scout learns this as well.

     Boo is a heroic character. At the end of the story Jem and Scout are attacked by Mr.Ewell. He tries to kill the children
but Boo saves their life. It is implied that Boo gets rid of Mr.Ewell by stabbing him. If Boo had not been watching over the
children then they would have both been killed. Although Boo never came out of his house, when “his” children needed him, he
was the first one there. He had been secretly watching over the children to make sure they stayed safe and happy. Scout
describes Boo as their hero and states that after that event she never saw him again.

     The most important thing to understand about Boo is that the children in the story believe him to be scary and evil, but
Boo turns out to be the hero of the story. He is not seen for 15 years, but when Jem needs him, he saves his life.



Students work in groups of 4 to develop
info on SMARTsheet

Individual students
then use the info on the
SMARTsheet to
independently write
essays.

Each student
orally reads draft
essay to group for
feedback

Students rotate drafts
(twice) for peer-editing

Use SMARTsheets as pre-writing
planning tools

OPTION 2:

Analyze the lyrics from “Wreck of the Edmond Fitzgerald”



Give One - Take One  / Rotating SMARTsheet

Ending the lesson….

One copy of a SMARTsheet to provided each group.

A student notes one new idea, and then passes it to the
next student .

This student adds
something new, then
passes it to another
student.

Procedure continues
until students can’t
think of anything more
to add

Individual students
then use the
completed
SMARTsheet to
provide an ORAL
description of the
character

OPTION 1:



Ending the lesson….

You also also apply similar techniques
for analyzing vocabulary….

Give One - Take One  / Rotating SMARTsheet



Or comparing multiple characters…

Use SMARTsheets as pre-writing
planning tools
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SMARTsheets can be developed over the course of a whole
unit or semester



SMARTsheets can be developed over the course of a whole
unit or semester



After the a story is over…
The teacher uses many of the Literature SMARTsheets as “think-back
activities”…
Questioning the
Author
SMARTsheets
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Is about …

So what? What is important to understand about this?

Main idea Main idea Main idea Main idea

Applying “scaffolded” strategic Instruction
HOW are SMARTsheets used?

Teacher explains
purpose & cues
on SMARTsheet

 I Do It

Teacher models
how one thinks
when using a
SMARTsheet

The teacher,
with the class,
determines info
to note on
SMARTsheet

 WE Do It

Teacher provides
just enough
assistance to
ensure
correctness

Pairs or small
teams support
each other as the
SMARTsheet is
developed

 Y’ALL Do It

Teacher monitors,
but does not
provide direct
assistance;

Students
independently
construct info on
SMARTsheet.

 YOU Do It

May be in-class
seat work or
homework

Peers and/or
teacher provides
feedback.

Scaffolding ensures perfect practice = perfect learning

brain-based
learning principles

TM



A 2nd “scaffolding” principle is to use
what students already know when
teaching something new and complex.

For example, this
SMARTsheet may seem

pretty complex and scary
at first…

So it’s always a
good idea to
develop one with
students while
addressing a
familiar topic
BEFORE you
apply it to
unfamiliar,
complex
literature

Little Red Riding Hood



A 3rd “scaffolding” principle is to provide
assistance only when it’s needed

Students often
struggle with the
“So What?”
question because
they are not used
to “BIG
PICTURE”
thinking

Consider this
SMARTsheet…

Thus you will need to initially provide more assistance with these types of
prompts.


